Abstract
Introduction
The main and primary goal of image analysis is to eventually find the means of bridging the semantic gap between low level descriptions of an image and the concepts of what is presented within it. The global state of the art assumption is that this may be obtained through an adequately conceived interaction between shape descriptions and the comparison or distance measurements between them on the one hand, and classification or grouping techniques to associate these descriptions to higher level concepts on the other hand.
Trying to express visual information using "natural" descriptions has actually been the original underpinning drive behind structural pattern analysis. Most often, this is done by first extracting low level visual cues that form the basic lexical data, and by proceeding by some grouping algorithm in order to express relationships or properties that are then translated into more and more complex "vocabulary" that triggers higher level rules, eventually expressing terminal concepts [14] .
Our approach is slightly different in the way that we don't try to construct a chain of syntactic rule triggering, but rather build our vocabulary on direct extraction of (more or less) complex structures in the images. This vocabulary is based on currently unpublished work [8] that characterises symbols by a set of very robust, local structures. These structures need not necessarily be extracted by a structural or syntactic methods. In our case, for instance, we have developed specific and specialised detectors for circles [11] , oriented corners, loose endpoints, rectangles, etc. Once a symbol is expressed as a set of elementary items, we use a reduced version of the force histogram based approach [15] to position all items relatively one to another by using a quantitative assessment of directional spatial relationships (such as "to the right of", "above", "south of". . . ) between two items in a way that corresponds quite closely to natural language and perceptional coherent relative positioning.
This allows us to express symbol descriptions with firstorder logic predicates, expressing their type as per the vocabulary previously described and expressing the relative positioning one to another. Examples of the exact representation is given in section 4 and subsequent ones, where the experiments are described.
This framework gives us a straightforward way of describing the image that combines both expressiveness and very high flexibility. On the one hand, one can reduce or extend the size of the vocabulary in function of what robust descriptors are available. They may even be obtained using statistical or signal based extractions [17] . Furthermore the relations that express the relative positioning need not only by as simple as those represented, and can even include more quantitative information (e.g. [4, 2, 9] ).
The remaining problem is how to explore what this new representation can offer in terms of recognition, classification of learning of concepts. We are going to do this in the next sections, by feeding these data to a Inductive Logic Programming process. We first give a very brief introduction to Inductive Logic Programming and how it can contribute to learning visual classes for symbol recognition in section 2. We then show how this behaves on real data in section 4.
Inductive Logic Programming
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [16] combines automatic learning and first order logic programming. It requires three main sets of information, the automatic solving and deduction theory set aside:
1. a set of known vocabulary, rules, axioms or predicates, describing the domain knowledge base K;
2. a set of positive examples E + the system is supposed to describe or characterise with the set of predicates of K ;
3. a set of negative examples E − that should be excluded from the deducted description or characterisation.
Given these data, the ILP solver is then able to find the set of properties P, expressed with the predicates and terminal vocabulary of K such that the largest possible subset of E + verifies P, and such that the largest possible subset of E − does not verify P. This approach has already been successfully used for extraction of semantics from written text [6] or in document and image analysis structures [1, 5] .
This approach allows for learning common properties within classes of symbols such as to express non-trivial knowledge of visual representation of more semantic concepts. We illustrate this in the next section. This work currently only concentrates on the Image Analysis part of the problem, and uses ILP as a black-box framework. The Inductive Learning Programming solver used in our experiments -Aleph -is freely available from the Oxford University Computing Lab 1 . In the following sections we will be using datasets of electrical graphical symbols, expressed using our first order logic vocabulary, and coming from an electric wiring component database [8] 2 .
Data Representation
In order to show what kind of data we actually manipulate, we have selected symbols 225_2 and 226_2 from Figure 1 as positive examples. All others as considered as counter-examples. Expressed in our visual vocabulary, symbol 225_2, for instance, is described as: % 225_2 ***************************** type(prim_170,cornerne). type(prim_171,cornernw). type(prim_172,cornerse). type(prim_173,extremity). has_element(img_225_2,prim_170). has_element(img_225_2,prim_171). has_element(img_225_2,prim_172). has_element(img_225_2,prim_173). nw(prim_170,prim_171). n(prim_170,prim_172). nw(prim_170,prim_173). se(prim_171,prim_170). ne(prim_171,prim_172). n(prim_171,prim_173). s(prim_172,prim_170). sw(prim_172,prim_171). w(prim_172,prim_173). se(prim_173,prim_170). s(prim_173,prim_171). e(prim_173,prim_172). %fin 225_2 *****************************
The output of the ILP solver consists of à[theory] section, containing the rules that define the positive example set. For each rule of the theory, the solver gives matching statistics, indicating the precision of the rules (how many positive examples covered, and how many negative examples). For a perfect match, the theory section should consist of one single rule covering all positive examples and no negative examples. Further experiments will show that this is not always attainable. Sometimes the theory is composed of multiple rules, each of which covering a subset of the positive examples. Sometimes negative examples are covered by the theory as well. In our example, this gives: [ The full interpretation of the output of our solver is that symbols 225_2 and 226_2 can be formally and completely distinguished from the other symbols by the fact that the This experiment, translated into natural language, means that the chosen examples all have circles containing a northwest corner element ( ). With this rule, all positive examples are perfectly classified with respect to the negative ones. However, when selecting another set of symbols, like {180_1, 180_3, 184_1, 185_1, 185_3, 186_2}, the system is not able to reduce the set to a single predicate: Image 180_1 is not covered by the predicates, and the remaining, positive examples, are split up into two distinct sub-classes, each of them covered by a separate rule. The first one, describing the symbols as containing a circle and a corner , placed to the east of it. The second one is far more interesting, and gives an outstanding reason of using ILP solving. [Rule 3] indeed mentions that the corresponding symbols contain a black thick component and corner , but, more interestingly, that it contains a third, unspecified -any -, primitive at a north-east position of the corner. The fact that it is possible to express these very generic relationships (regardless of the underlying shape !) is something numeric learning or classification techniques [13, 10] cannot achieve. 179_003_2  179_004_2  179_005_2  179_006_2  179_007_2   179_008_2  179_009_2  179_010_2  179_011_2  193_2  194_2   195_2  196_2  197_2  198_2  199_2 Let us now consider images {179_006_2, 179_007_2, 179_008_2, 179_009_2, 179_010_2, 179_011_2} from Figure 2 as positive examples, while remaining symbols are the counter examples. The generated theory is hardly able to find any common rules between them. Only two positive examples are covered whithin one rule, while the others are generated independently. This, actually, is quite nor- The developed rule covers all the examples in a single predicate and only a primitive is needed to describe the set. It is thus very important to try and characterise both positive and negative example sets.
Choosing a Side
Another point of interest with this experiment is that the generated rule might seem "visually" weird with respect to human interpretation. Indeed, one would naturally describe the example set as "circles containing stuff". Although this rule is perfectly acceptable in our framework, giving something like:
it is, unfortunately, more complex than the rule the automatic solver found. This is due to the fact that the ILP solver works in a "closed world" of predicates, vocabulary and examples and cannot infer that a given solution might be "more generic" than another with respect to human interpretation standards.
Learning Set Induced Limits
In the prevous sections we addressed the question on how the predefined vocabulary affects the learning process. In this section we address the influence of the learning samples. Let us consider the case of a specific semantic concept: a diode. The positive and negative learning examples are taken from Figure 3 .
First, let the set of positive samples be {180_1, 180_3, 184_1, 185_1, 185_3,186_2}. The negative ones are {194_2, 198_2, 210_2}. The produced theory is:
This theory thus implies that every symbol which contains a black thick object is a diode. This rule, of course, is too "simple", due to the fact that the learning set was too limited (it is, however, quite correct in the context of the closed learning set world). Let's add a negative example which contains black thick objects: the negative sample set becoming {194_2, 198_2, 210_2, 195_2}. At this stage, the spatial relations become the important criterion. The interpretation of the rule is "having a SouthEastcorner which is on the right of another object which contains the black thick object". This is not exactly the rule that we might be expecting, but we have to be aware that it is a rule based on only 6 negative examples and that the primitive detection is not perfect. By extending to the full set of 19 positive examples and the 6 negative examples previously used, the system obtains: What is interesting to note here, is that, compared to statistical learning models, the system adapts the complexity of the classification with respect to the learning data, without need for any parametrization of any sorts. On the other side, however, it is also quite straightforward to see that, if the learning set is contradictory with respect to the available vocabulary, it cannot deduce any classification rule.
Conclusion and Further Work
This paper presents the first step towards another approach of symbol recognition and representation, by combining robust elementary form detectors that compose a predefined, but extensible vocabulary. This vocabulary is combined with relative positioning in order to obtain a first order logic based description of the symbols, on which ILP can be used to extract "semantic" contexts or concepts. The interesting part of this is that the description of the symbols can now be easily mixed with other, more context related information. The main advantage of this approach is, that information need not necessarily be visually represented (for example, from surrounding text), and it thus opens a new scope of possible combined text/image concept characterisation and learning. It is even possible to expand the framework to generate symbols from the obtained descriptions (either for visual validation of classification results or for automatic illustration generation), as shown in [12] .
However, the method, as it currently stands, is limited by the expressive power of the used vocabulary. Further work is therefore consisting of extending the initial vocabulary, by introducing the notion of connexity, refining the inclusion predicate and using relative distance and size (close, far, large, small ...). These are all straightforward extensions that are readily available from an image analysis standpoint. Further, less straightforward, work will concern inclusion of more numerical or statistical form descriptions that might be able to better quantify differences between the shapes and will need to rely on Markov Logic [18, 7] to handle the numerical part. More prospective work will be to connect this to Formal Concept Analysis [3] and Galois Lattices to achieve unsupervised learning of visual concepts.
